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he Broadway musical Kinlry Boots debuted in
2013, starring actor Biliy Porter as Lola, a
rl'li',r'r clrag

queen who can't seem to find shoes that
work well for her act, fit, or support her weight as she
performs. Enter the local shoe factory owner, Charlie,
whose business is failing. The two rneet, and the shoe
business undergoes a radical transformation as
Charlie's factory starts making shoes fit for drag
queens. The show went on to win six Tony Awards in
2013, including one for best lead actor, Billy porter.

While Porter .',nras clearlJr the star of the sho-w,
the wigs and makeup that helped complete his
transformation into Lola were perfected down to a
science. Onstage, under hot theater iights where the
temperature can be well over loo degrees Fahrenheit
(ss degrees Celsius), Lola couldn't have her face
melting away. Makeup artists had to find the right
products and the right application to keep the makeup
in place while not ruining Billy Porter's complexion.
The makeup also had to'be removed and reapplied
several times over the course of the show, with Lola
changing in and out of her stage persona. There
were also around eighty wigs worn by Lola and
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the show's other drag queens. The wigs required
so much special care that they had their own staff.
The wigs had to be styled before every performance,
whether this involved pinning a curl to keep it in
place or diving into the fray with a- hot curling iron.
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longest transformation from Billy to Lola only took
eleven minutes.
The hair and makeup that brings a character to
life onstage is a-n essentia-lpart of an actor's costume.
Makeup not only transforms a man into Rum Tum
Tugger for a performance of Cats, it also accentuates
the actors'faces so that the audience can read their
expressions more clearly, even from the seat farthest
from the stage. A simple victory roll can take an
actress's modern hairstyle and turn her into a l94os
pinup, and a good wig can transform an actor into
almost anything or anyone. All it takes is skill, time,
and a lot of dedication.
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As a high school Student, you've liliely taken part
in'a theater performance, either onstage or behind
the scenes. And if you haven't been onstage, you've
definitely put on a costume at Halloween or cospiayed
as your favorite character at a comics convention.
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putting on a swipe of black-as-night lipstick might
feel totally natural to you. If so, you might enjoy
working with hair and makeup as part of a theater
production. You might even consider it to be a good
career option for the future. If you know you love the
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theater, but you haven't quite found your niche, that's
OK, too. There are a lot of ways to be involved with
the theater. Hair and makeup is just one of them!
The good news is that the skills required for
working with hair and mak-eup are simpl5r an interest
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dreams come true. Anyone with the willingness and
patience to learn can train to be a stylist for the stage.
When it comes to makeup, there is a lot to know
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about general skin care. If an actor has a naturally
oily complexion, you might want to find a particular
brand of foundation that won't exacerbate the
problem and cause breakouts. An actor who suffers
from rosacea, a natural redness of the skin, needs his
or her makeup applied in a manner that helps cover
the redness. Every actor's skin is different, and each
one will have different needs. A good makeup artist
will come prepared for that. Luckity, there are classes
that you can take online to help get the training
you need, but many makeup artists are self*taught.
All of the diflerent makeup trends and products
are changing daily so you'll want to follow popular
beauty blogs and YouTube channels dedicated to all
things makeup. You may even want to start a channel
or blog of your own to get your name out there before
you even leave high school.
As a makeup artist for the stage, you'll also need
to know a little something about makeup styles
throughout history and ways to imitate them using
moddrn makeup products. You'll want to understand
how makeup has changed, evet1'over the past decade,
tr

and know how to recreate a look.Iuckily, the internet
is full of classic makeup looks to'use as an inspiration.
There are also theater history courses available at the
college level that might provide some extra insight.
'Creativity is an important part of
being u
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artist. A director for a theater production might
have a particular look for the performance in mind,
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reality, using only makeup. The look might be subtle,
or it might be dramatic. It might be your job to age a
character thirty years or make her look sick. Within
the budget you are given, how can you find ways to
achieve fhat particular lookP Sometimes all it takes is
a creative approach.

You will also need to know how to work as part
of a team. You will be working alongside the director,
actors, costume desisner. set designer, and more.
And you'Il all be working within a limited timeline.
It's important to know when to share your ideas and
when to listen to other people's ideas. You may find
yourself working alongside people who don't deliver

criticism constructively or who seem to change their
minds daily. Learning how to deal with any number
of unforeseen situations is an important skill.
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When it comes to styling hair for the stage, there is a
lot to know and a lot to learn for an aspiring stylist.
Sometimes stylists will.have the ability to work with
an actor"s real hair, if it can be s*";,,led appropriately oi:
doesn't require a specific look. Sometimes a quick and
simple change to an existing hairstyle can be made
between acts. Other times, to achieve a specific look,
a stylist might require the use of a wig or a variety
of wigs. Therefore, the most important skill that an
aspiring stylist can acquire is some "hair know-how,,
Different types and textures of hair require
different techniques. Is it easier to achieve a certain
look when the hair is wet or dry, dirty or cleanp
Which products are best to use to keep every hair
in place from the moment the actors take the stage
to their final bowP Do you know your victory rolls
from your French twists? These are things you
'laq-,.
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experiment with ciifferent hairstyles on your friends
and family members, even on yourselfl Styling a wig
can be a very similar experience, without the body
accompanying the hairstyle. The type of fibers used
to make the wig will determine how you style, clean,
and maintain a wig, so a firm knowledge of wigs is
important'as well.
An aspiring hair stylist will alsooeed to be
extremely orgamzed. Most theaters will have a

collection of wigs that have been used in previous
productions. Keeping the wigs organized so that
they can be easily located and assigned to each actor
is important. So is knowing when a hairetyle or wig
needs to change mid-performance and finding the best
way to get the job done seamlessly.
As with the skills required for an aspiring makeup
artist, a hair stylist will need to,be able to work well
with others and be prepared to work within a specific
deadline and budset,
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One of the best ways to gain some experience and
extra skill, whether you are interested in hair, makeup,
or both, is to iump right in and volunteer to work
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drarna club, so get involved with that if you can. If
there isn't a drama club, check into starting one. Pass
around a sign*up.sheet to gauge the interest of other
students. post flvers^ talk to vour trng'lish or mr_rsic
teacher to see if they would be witling to be your
faculty sponsor, or start a group on social media to
talk about your plan with your fellow students. you'll
be surprised how many other students will want
to join.
There might also be a local community theater
near you in need of volunteers. Some community
theaters will even let volunteers sign up online. Don't
lose heart if they don't specifically need volunteers
to help with hair and makeup. Building sets, making
costumes, or even passing out playbills is a ereat wa;l
to just get backstage and learn the process of staging
a performance. You never know what you might
Iearn. And if you can show yourself, to be a capable
volunteer for one production, you'li definiteiy be
invited back for the next production.
If a theater doesn't exist in your area, then it
rrright be up to you to find a way to showcase your
talents. Make a movie or web series with a group
of friends and a video camera. Check with your
local department of parks and recreation to find out
about potential venues that might be available for

free or for a small fee and might be open to a group
of young performers to stage a production. (They
might require that you apply for a permit, so keep that
in mind.)
There are other v/ays to gain exper-ience v,rith
makeup. Department stores need people who
understand makeup and can apply it to customers to
sell produpts. Fashion shows also need people skilled
with makeup. Hair salons can provide training in
styiing anci cieaiing with ciifferent rypes or hair. lou
migtit have to get a little bit creative to make your
theater dreams a reality, but it will be worth it.

